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Description

Shop

In The Tube pendant by Dominique Perrault and Gaëlle Lauriot-Prévost for DCW
éditions.
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Inspired by the industrial striplights commonly found in French power stations, In
The Tube pendant is a decorative and highly flexible pendant light. The light can be
hung vertically on a single wire, or horizontally on two wires.

Showroom

A borosilicate glass tube houses the LED filament bulbs in a linear formation.
Stainless steel collars and aluminium stoppers sealed with silicone ensure the light
is entirely water and weather resistant, making it suitable for use indoors and
outdoors.
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A choice of reflector allows control over the colour of the light. The reflector sits
behind the bulbs, and is available in three finishes: silver, copper, and gold. Silver
emits the coolest light, whilst gold emits the warmest.
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An optional mesh is available to further diffuse the light. The mesh sits inside the
tube around each bulb, and is available in silver or gold.
The outdoor option includes a connection box to protect wiring from water and
humidity. This box can also be used to hide and neaten wiring when hung indoors.
To include a connection box in your order, please choose the outdoor option.
Tube dimensions
Small: 12dia x 37cmh
Medium: 12dia x 52cmh
Large: 14dia x 72cmh
Extra large: 14dia x 132cmh
Bulb (not included)
Small: 2 x E14 LED/CFL 11W Max.
Medium: 2 x E14 LED/CFL 11W Max.
Large: 4 x E27 LED/CFL 23W Max.
Extra large: 6 x E27 LED/CFL 23W Max.
IP 64 rated.
Product code
LGRAS-ITTDelivery
Made-to-order: 3-5 weeks
Price
£545.00

